We comment on three incorrect claims in the paper by Fomin et al (arXiv:1507.06094) concerning the generalized hydrodynamic methodology and positive sound dispersion in fluids.
In a recent paper [1] the authors reported results on dispersion of collective excitations in simple Lennard-Jones fluids obtained numerically from molecular dynamics simulations.
Fomin et al have made several incorrect statements on a methodology of generalized hydrodynamics known as the approach of generalized collective modes (GCM) as well as they claimed they explained "the phenomenon of fast sound originating from transverse modes".
We comment on the following three issues.
(i). The GCM methodology, historically originated from the papers by D. Kivelson and T.Keyes [2, 3] and E.G.D.Cohen with coworkers [4] , is based on an extension of the hydrodynamic set of equations by additional balance equations for non-conserved quantities. The choice for the extended non-conserved dynamic variables via the time derivatives of the hydrodynamic ones was very obvious because of the "orthogonality" condition for equal-time 
where the N v × N v matrices I, Ω(k),M(k, z) are the unity matrix, frequency matrix and matrix of memory functions, respectively [5, 6] , that proves the GCM approach being essentially the memory-function formalism. This system of N v equations can be strictly derived by the method of non-equilibrium statistical operator [7] .
In Markovian approximation the N v × N v generalized hydrodynamic matrix [8] reads
and allows to control the Markov approximation for the highest-order memory function by the order of the time derivatives in the extended dynamic variables, see [9] . A basis set of In another quotation from [1] the authors claim that the GCM approach "is internally inconsistent and violates the sum rules because the odd moments are non-zero in the method employing exponentials for the correlators". Fomin et al refer for this claim to a paper [12] , in which the velocity autocorrelation function is analyzed. It seems Fomin et al do not see the difference between the autocorrelation function of a non-conserved quantity (singleparticle velocity, or stress [13] etc) which decays with long tail ∼ t −3/2 and hydrodynamic time correlation functions of conserved quantities, like density-density ones which pretty well are described by exponentials (see [14] for detailed analysis). Concerning the sum rules fulfilled -the GCM approach provides even higher number of the sum rules than the regular memory function approach (viscoelastic model with two relaxation times), because it provides simultaneously at least first three frequency sum rules for the energy-energy correlations and first four frequency rules for the density-energy correlations. As it was mentioned above the hierarchy of memory functions provided by the time derivatives of hydrodynamic variables makes the GCM approach very flexible in fulfillment of the exact sum rules up to any desired order. Namely a requirement to obtain the desired level of fulfilled sum rules for the analytical GCM representation of the time correlation function of interest (like density-density or energy-energy ones) leads to the unambiguous choice of extended dynamic variables. 
where χ T is isothermal compressibility, γ -the ratio of specific heats, B s is the adiabatic bulk modulus, and ρ is mass density. The viscoelasticity of fluids is the consequence of two different regimes in dynamics of fluids which are governed by different stress tensors:
the viscous one on macroscopic scale and the elastic one on atomic-resolution scale. The viscous stress tensor depends only on the velocity field in fluid, while the elastic stress tensor is defined by microscopic forces acting between atomistic particles [5, 6, 16] . In order to discriminate between the viscous and elastic regimes the elastic moduli are marked in a standard way as the high-frequency ones: the high-frequency bulk B ∞ and shear G ∞ moduli [5, 6] . Corresponding high-frequency speed of sound, which would have the idealized non-damped long-wavelength propagating longitudinal modes in elastic regime, is
and both speeds of sound, c s and c ∞ are well defined in the whole range of densities of fluid, as it is shown in Fig.2 on example of supercritical Ar at 363 K. It is possible to define also in analogy the high-frequency speed of propagation of idealized non-damped long-wavelength transverse modes [17] . The methodology of calculations of c s and c ∞ was the same as described in [15] .
that is totally a consequence of wrong manipulation in their expression with the adiabatic and high-frequency bulk moduli. Note, that the quantity (c [15] (see Fig.1c ). 
